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Abstract
Cluster became main platform as parallel and distributed computing struc-
ture for high performance computing. Following the development of high
performance computer architecture more and more different branches of nat-
ural science benefit from huge and efficient computational power. For instance
bio-informatics, climate science, computational physics, computational chem-
istry, marine science, etc. Efficient and reliable computing power may not only
expending demand of existing high performance computing users but also at-
tracting more and more different users. Efficiency and performance are main
factors on high performance computing. Most of the high performance com-
puter exists as computer cluster. Computer clustering is the popular and main
stream of high-performance computing. Discover the efficiency of high per-
formance computing or cluster is very interesting and never enough as it is
really depending on different users. Monitoring and tuning high performance
or cluster facilities are always necessary. This project focuses on high perfor-
mance computer monitoring. Comparing queuing status and work load on
different computing nodes on the cluster. As the power consumption is main
issue nowadays, our project will also try to estimate power consumption on
these special sites and also try to support our way of doing estimation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The more computational power we have the more we will ask. How to effi-
ciently use the existing resources is the main issue. High performance com-
puting normally refers to cluster. There are many component come together
to construct fully functioned computational cluster. Highly intensive cooper-
ation between all necessary components is required for computational cluster.
In computational cluster generally we have two main parts, first part is mas-
ter node where we queue the incoming job and do scheduling. Second part
is computing node where we do actual computation. Normally we have one
master node and several computational nodes. Those two parts of computa-
tional cluster must work on highly cooperative manner. In our project what
we want to discover is collaboration between master node and computational
node in particular computational environment. Work load analysis on both
master node and computational node is necessary.
1.2 Problem Definition
In this project we are not going to solve very specific problem. Our main con-
cern is reliability of our queuing system and job distribution. As a production
environment current high performance computing facilities provides compu-
tational power especially to Bio-informatics, physics and mathematics group.
We want to see real time performance of our serves.
Examine the communications and cooperations between master node and
computational node of cluster, discover algorithms of queuing and scheduling
jobs are our main goal. At the same time discovering the possibility to pre-
vent dead node and dead job with auto configuration management tool will
be examined.
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1.3 Research Goal
The overall goal of the project is able to examine performance efficiency of
real production high performance computing environment. And based on our
statistical data we are be able to give site administrators some advance sugges-
tion about site configuration and operation. However there are some certain
points:
1. Evaluate our high performance cluster performances.
In that case, to see how much time is actually spending on user task
is interesting. Early research[1] shows that, different types of software
have been developed for monitoring system. But we will have different
concern here as we have special focus on CPU. If system is busy does not
tell anything about efficiency, it might busy because of system operation,
the only way to know that is check actual CPU time distribution in the
computing node on the system. In our experiment we selected 22 nodes
out of 86 computing nodes. There are 4 racks, rack 1,2,3 has 22 nodes
rack 4 has 20 nodes , from rack 1,2,3 we selected two nodes from top ,
two nodes frommiddle, two nodes from bottom, from rack 4 we selected
2 nodes from top, and 2 nodes from bottom. The reason those nodes has
been selected is that the way we get the statistical data from different
part of the rack, this will also help us to illustrate if there is differences in
job distribution regarding to physical location of computing nodes.
Similar research has been done in related topic, according to research[2],
they showed interesting metrics to evaluating high performance facili-
ties, they classified the metrics and discussed correlation between those
metrics and related application, that helped us to find right metrics to
look into. In research[3]they showed how to manage statistical infor-
mation from cluster monitoring in special cases, which brought us the
idea about find reasonable explanation of our measured data after all. In
research [4], different model of how to evaluating cluster performance,
and their modeling method is very interesting, it helped us to build our
experement model.
2. Discover Queuing Properties Cluster Site.
Understand how queue is handled in the system, for example if there are
any relation or affection between incoming jobs and CPU status of com-
puting nods? If there is more jobs coming, will it affect normal operation
or normal performance of whole cluster? Related research[5] has been
done about how to handle queue storms, sudden increase of queue will
stress cluster system, the idea about how to handle that queue helped us
to understand queuing properties of our system.
3. Possibility of estimating power consumption according to CPU utiliza-
tion.
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Not all the sites have sensor instrument to measure actual power con-
sumption. Try to find most practical way that can be used to estimat-
ing power consumption of sites according to CPU utilization is interest-
ing. Research[6] makes us believe that estimation of power consumption
from CPU utilization is realistic.
4. Extra task will be examine relationship between CPU utilization and
temperature.
That will support our belive about reflecting power consumption through
CPU utilization. According to [7][8] one can say that increase of temper-
ature can reflect increase usage of power. That will provide us the re-
lation can be seen according to the experiment between CPU utilization
and power consumption.
1.4 Outline of Remaining Chapter
In second chapter we will discuss about background information and some
related research especially the core technology behind super computing in-
dustry. And will show some basic methods to achieve parallel computing.
Moreover discuss software architecture about supercomputer.
In third chapter we will mainly describe our supercomputer facilities and
main usage. At the same time we will discuss about our experiment design
and it is reliability. As we planned experiment in three different sections, we
will explain all three designs.
In chapter four we will present experiment result. Then will discuss our
result to see if there is any kind of information we did not expect or we never
put in consideration. And also give out explanations about our presented re-
sult. The first part of the experiment mainly focus on utilization of computing
nodes and statistics of job queue. The second part of experiment is about dis-
cover the relation between CPU utilization and CPU generated heat. The third
part of experiment is about power consumption. We will try to predict power
consumption according to CPU utilization.
In the last chapter we will come up with some scientific conclusion. Con-
clusion will be based on our experiment and main theory behind all this tech-
nology. And evaluate our site configuration, necessary advices will be given
and efficiency assessment of this specific super cluster operationswill be given.
10
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Chapter 2
Background Information
2.1 CPU and Computing
2.1.1 CPU
Central processing unit, also known as microprocessor or processor, is the
main component of computer can be considered as the brain of the computer
system. It processes everything from basic instructions to complex functions.[9]
CPU has following general components:
• ALU-arithmetic logic unit
Mainly responsible for calculations and logical comparisons and deci-
sions
• Registers
Data are stored here, there are some of the registers are visible for user
which means they are programmable, but some of them are invisible.
• Internal CPU Bus
Communication between ALU, registers and control.
• Controller
Determines who does what and when, used to control signals to control
what every circuit is doing at any given clock time.
As a program is executed, data flow from RAM through external bus,
which connects the CPU to RAM. Then the data are decoded by a processing
unit called the instruction decoder that interprets and implements software in-
structions. From the instruction decoder the data pass to the arithmetic logic
unit, which performs calculations and comparisons. Data may be stored by the
ALU in temporarymemory locations called registers where it may be retrieved
12
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quickly. The ALU performs specific operations such as addition, multiplica-
tion, and conditional tests on the data in its registers, sending the resulting
data back to RAM or storing it in another register for further use. During this
process, a unit called the program counter keeps track of each successive in-
struction to make sure that the program instructions are followed by the CPU
in the correct order.[9]
Figure 2.1: CPU Architecture-ALU is the main unit responsible for calculation,
Registers are responsible for storing data, Control unit tells ALU what to do
when and how.
2.2 Different Computing Method Overview
After first computer came out from 1946, the computing power is not able to
fulfill the demand of scientific computing. Over six decades of period, scientist
and engineers try to reach the limit of computational power, as the research
going on they found many way to speed up computing power, even though
all those development still far behind the request. We will briefly explain two
main computing methods which are contribute the most.
2.2.1 Serial Computing
Serial (sequential) computing is very traditional way of computing. Origi-
nally all programs written to be execute on serial processing. Serial computing
means solve the problem one after each other, in any single moment there is
only one instruction may execute on the processor.[10]
13
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Figure 2.2: Serial computing architecture-If there is N jobs suppose to send to
CPU, they will executed one after each other.
Here is the example of serial computing algorithm:
1: f (a, b)
2: {
3: c= a?b
4: d= 2?c
5: }
In this example line 4 cannot be executed until line 3 is executed, which
means all problems solves one after each other. Therefore disadvantage of se-
rial computing is the speed of computing which is highly depend on physical
facilities like how fast the CPU is, and how fast the communication between
memories and CPU. At the same time it is very expensive and difficult to make
serial computer even faster. But the good thing about serial computing is ev-
erything is simple and transparent.
2.2.2 Parallel Computing
Parallel computing is a method where many instructions can be carried out si-
multaneously. In our cluster environment, almost all the jobs will be executed
in parallel way. So when user submitted jobs it will be divided to different
nodes to execute. Principle of parallel computing tells that large problem al-
ways can be divided to smaller ones, and can be solved concurrently. [10]
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Figure 2.3: Parallel Computing Architecture-Big problem can be divided to
small one , then they can be send to different CPUs to execute concurrently
If the original problem compound with some independent small parts, we
can execute those small parts of the problem on different CPUs, so that we can
gain speed and finish the whole process much faster than using serial comput-
ing.
Here is an example of parallel algorithm:
1: f(a, b)
2: {
3: c = a?b
4: d = 2?b
5: e = a+b
6: }
In this part of the program line 3 and line 4 are independent for each other.
They both can be executed at the same time on different processor, in that way
the overall program can be executed much faster than on the single processor
serial computer.
The main Advantage of parallel computing is speed up the process. Espe-
cially when we try to solve large computational problem we can benefit from
remote resources, cannot be limited with speed or memory of single computer
or processor. But at the same time the aim to solve problem on parallel comput-
ing machine requires design of parallel programming that makes complicated
programming process even difficult. Also difficult to understand and manage
data locally.
15
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2.2.3 Different Parallel Computing
As memory management and usage is very important factor of parallel com-
puting special concern given to memory architecture in parallel computing
.There are some basic classifications of parallel computing according to mem-
ory architecture. As there are more than one processing unit how to use mem-
ory is the important thing. We can share large memory between multiproces-
sors or we can have individual memory for every single processing unit.
2.2.3.1 Shared memory architecture
All process and computers share the same central memory. They don’t have
individual or spate memories. In shared memory architecture, all different
processors or computers have access to global memory space. Changes made
by one process or computer are visible for others.[10]
Figure 2.4: Shared Memory Parallel Computing-In parallel computing even
we have more than one CPU but we still can have same memory for all the
CPU at the same time, all CPUs read and modify the same memory
The advantage of above parallel computing architecture is data sharing be-
tween processors are fast and easy. Also convenient so program as all the data
are in same memory. But programming process might be difficult as we want
to keep integrity of the data. At the same time scalability is the main issue be-
tween CPU andmemory. If we add more processor on the system it will create
more traffics which will make CPU cache memory management complicated.
2.2.3.2 Distributed memory architecture
This architecture has individual memory per every single processor. As each
processor has it is own memory, it operates independently, memory space on
one processor doesn’t match to other processors.[10]
This architecture require programmer to map overall memory manage-
ments of the program structure to existing distributed memory space, in that
case programmer has do deal with all complicated process. But at the same
16
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Figure 2.5: Distributed Memory Parallel Computing- Obviously all CPU en-
gaging execution must have their own memory space individually.
time as every CPU has identical memory space memory is scalable with num-
ber of processor, add or take out any CPU doesn’t make trouble. Every CPU
can easily access their memory space very high speed. No interferences exist as
shared memory architecture. At the same time there is another important fac-
tor which is that network connection supposes to be interconnected so that we
can make sure that connection will not affect our parallel computation speed.
2.2.3.3 Shared and Distributed Memory Architectures
This is a combination of both shared and distributed memory architecture of
parallel computing. Most of the super computers are using this architecture
in recent days. In this way we can connect several shared memory proces-
sors together to do parallel processing, this is also the main philosophy be-
hind cluster technology. Every group of shared memory processor is powerful
computational unit, then all of them will be treated as a single processing unit
with private memory, this combination is the most popular way of parallel
computing.[10]
Figure 2.6: Shared and Distributed Memory Parallel Computing- This is the
way to put shared memory parallel computing and Distributed memory par-
allel computing together.
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Cluster is based on both sharedmemory structure and distributedmemory
structure, and there are different types of cluster facilities according to howwe
build it. We can build cluster with same specification of physical hardware or
we can use different types of physical hardware, but overall goal is implement
parallel computing.
2.3 MPI
As we discussed before if overall problem can be divided to small pieces and
distributed to identical computing unites that will speed up computing pro-
cesses than traditional way, but not all problems or computing jobs can be
divided easily to independent small computing units. MPI-The Message Pass-
ing Interface is a portable message-passing standard that facilitates the devel-
opment of parallel applications and libraries. [11] MPI is a library standard.
The main purpose of MPI is to develop a widely used standard for writing
message-passing programs. The reason for build such an interface is try to
establish a practical, portable, efficient, and flexible mechanism for message
passing.MPI is especially useful for problems that can be broken up into sev-
eral processes running in parallel, with information exchanged between the
processes as needed. The MPI programming environment handles the details
of starting and shutting down processes, coordinating execution and passing
data between the processes.
Reasons for using Message passing interface is[11] :
• Standardization - MPI is the only message passing library which can be
considered a standard. It is supported on virtually all HPC platforms.
• Portability - there is no need to modify your source code when you port
your application to a different platform which supports MPI.
• Performance - vendor implementations should be able to exploit native
hardware features to optimize performance.
• Functionality
• Availability - a variety of implementations are available, both vendor
and public domain.
For Message passing interface it is target platform is a distributed memory
system including massively parallel machines, workstation clusters. All par-
allelism is explicit and the programmer is responsible for correctly identifying
parallelism and implementing the resulting algorithm using MPI constructs.
The number of tasks dedicated to run a parallel program is static. When comes
to program Message passing interface shuld be able to used with C and FOR-
TRANprogramming languages.[11] Here wewill explain some basic function-
alities of message passing interface.
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Figure 2.7: Parallel Message passing Mechanism- There are communication
between different process.
1. Message Passing
Message passing is the method that copy data from the memory of one
processor to another. That can be down internally for instance between
multi core processor or that can be down externally which means data
will transfer through network, and those data has routing information.
2. Process
A process is a set of executable instructions which runs on a processor.
All processes communicate with each other even they are running on the
same processor, because of efficiency consideration any particular time
processor can only run one process.
3. Message Passing Library
Message passing library is a collection of routines in the program codes
which can help accomplish certain function like send, receive etc.
4. Send / Receive
Message passingmeans there are sender and receiver. Message are trans-
fered between processors, the process sending message usually require
them to specify the data’s location, size, type and the destination. The
process Received message should match a corresponding sender specifi-
cation.
MPI is main standard in parallel computing, major cluster and supercom-
puter sites all have implementation of MPI. Most popular implementation
is MPICH2, is a freely available open source library and it is available for
most flavors of UNIX including Linux and Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows.
Moreover, MPICH is a developed program library. [11]
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Figure 2.8: MPI Programming Process
2.4 Resource Management and Scheduling
Resource management is one of the key factors in high performance comput-
ing cluster. Efficient resource management will provide high performance.
Basically resource manager is one of the important parts of our operating sys-
tem. Regularly checking which process is running, and which is next process,
and checking status of memory and CPU all those works going to be done by
resource manager. When we talk about supercomputing all single compute
nodes, master nodes they all managing their own resources, then as a whole
supercomputer overall resource management should be down properly. So
what is resource? What does it mean? How can we describe and measure
it? Here we will explain some basic concepts about resources. Mainly there is
CPU, Memory, Disk and network Throughput.
CPU is the core resources in supercomputing. And there are some factors
about how to describe CPU resources.
System CPU time
System CPU time is the time the CPU spends executing system (kernel) code
in order to run your program. System CPU time includes such things as read-
ing files, moving information into and out of virtual memory, also the time
spend on running such a program that responsible for keep your system up
and running etc.
User CPU time
User CPU time is the time CPU spends on running user program and that is
not related to operating system. And that factor is the most valuable factor we
looking for. More user CPU time we have we might provide more computa-
tion resources.
20
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CPU Input output waiting time
that time refers to the time when CPU has to wait for input output operation
to continue it is current job. This input output operation is written to disk or
read from disk operation. Longer CPU input output time we have, it will re-
duce the performance. Less input and output waiting time is always increase
performance. This is mostly depending on physical hardware.
CPU Ideal time
This is when CPU has nothing to do and just waiting for next instruction to
continue. If CPU keep ideal this means resource are not efficiently used.
System Load
System load average is a percentage value that can determine CPU’s po-
tential status. Load averages include all demand for the CPU not only how
much was active at the time of measurement. For a single processor machine
a load average of 1 means that, on average, there is always a process in the
running or in legal state. Thus, the CPU is being utilized 100% of the time and
is at capacity. If you tried to run another process, it would have to wait in the
run queue before being executed. For multiprocessor systems, however, the
system isn’t CPU bound until the load average equals the number of proces-
sors in the machine.[12]
There are still some other factors related to CPU resources, like CPU nice time
which is while CPU executing at the user level application with nice prior-
ity, there also a time that CPU spend to deal with service interrupts but those
are not the major consumer of CPU resources compare to what we described
above.
We consider CPU as the crucial rescores except CPU there are other factors
which can be considered as resource consuming.
Memory usage
RAM (Random access memory) is main physical memory of computer. That
is also considered as the main resources of the system. Good combination of
systemmemory and CPUwith right speed and capacity plays key rule in over
performance of computing. In many cases memory shortage can be the main
bottleneck of the system.
Swap
Physical memory is a finite resource on a computer system. As some times
the program going to be loaded to memory is much bigger than actual physi-
cal memory, operation system will take certain amount of storage space from
hard disk, make it temporary virtual memory for the system. When physical
21
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memory demand is sufficiently low, process memory images are brought back
into physical memory from the swap area on disk. Having sufficient swap
space enables the system to keep some physical memory free at all times.
Hard disk space
Hard disk is not crucial for performance since storage capacity of hard disk is
getting larger and price is low. But existent free space is necessary for system.
When hard drive is filled up this can be deadly bottleneck for the system.
Network throughput
This is a standard to measure network activity. Specially in parallel com-
puting, as program running is based on message passing protocol communi-
cation between different nodes needed in any second. In Another hand, all the
job submission and result collection will go through network interface. In that
case all time valuable network capacity is needed.
In super computer all those single pieces of resources handled by every in-
dividual computing node, and their own local operation system resource man-
agement. After all we need super resource manager to collect all those status
from every single node and present overall status of the whole supercomputer.
This is the key function for supercomputer as resources consumption is main
concern. How to collect this information efficiently and correctly from all sin-
gle computer nodes and how to present it as complete pieces is very crucial.
At the same time to use supercomputer as a complete huge system we have to
havemechanism to submit all kinds of tasks and jobs to the system then able to
distribute those huge jobs to individual computing nodes, then still, when the
job is accomplished the system has to collect all the result from different nodes
and present it as whole result of original job to the system. That is not easy
thing to do, that needs complicated algorithm, and engineering to achieve.
Normally that can be down by combination of different kind of software. We
divided this complicated task to two parts. First one is mainly resource man-
agement. Second part is scheduling.
Resource management is for information collecting (resources). We have dif-
ferent type of tools to achieve this goal. Scheduling is responsible for hold or
keeps the incoming jobs in certain order, which we call it queuing, and find
right job in the queuing pool then send it so system to process. Both of them
have to work in the way of grate cooperation.
2.4.1 Portable Batch System
Before going to deep in to portable batch system we will go through some
basic concept that can help us to understand portable batch file system.
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2.4.1.1 Batch File
A batch file is a text file that contains a sequence of commands for a computer
operating system. It’s called a batch file because it batches into a single file
a set of commands that would otherwise have to be presented to the system
interactively from a keyboard one at a time. A batch file is usually created for
command sequences for which a user has a repeated need. Commonly needed
batch files are often delivered as part of an operating system. You initiate the
sequence of commands in the batch file by simply entering the name of the
batch file on a command line.
2.4.1.2 Batch Job
In a computer, a batch job is a program that is assigned to the computer to run
without further user interaction. All input data is preselected through scripts
or command-line parameters. This means that a sequence of commands to be
executed by the operating system is listed in a file and is submitted for exe-
cution as a single unit. The opposite of a batch job is interactive processing
in which users enter individual commands to be processed immediately. In
some computer systems, batch jobs are said to run in the background and in-
teractive programs run in the foreground. In general, interactive programs are
given priority over batch programs, which run during the time intervals when
the interactive programs are waiting for user requests. A program that reads a
large file and generates a report, for example, is considered to be a batch job.
Figure 2.9: Normal Human Interactive Process
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Batch jobs are usually initiated by a system user. Some are defined to run
automatically at a certain time. In many cases, batch jobs accumulate during
working hours and are then executed during the evening or another time the
computer is idle. This is often the best way to run programs that place heavy
demands on the computer. Batch jobs are typically executed at a scheduled
time or on an as-needed basis.
Figure 2.10: Batch Process
2.4.1.3 Batch Proccess
Batch processing is execution of a series of programs on a computer without
human interaction. Batch processing is for those frequently used programs
that can be executed with minimal human interaction. Batch processing has
these benefits:
• It allows sharing of computer resources among many users
• It shifts the time of job processing to when the computing resources are
less busy
• It avoids idling the computing resources with minute-by-minute human
interaction and supervision
• By keeping high overall rate of utilization, it better amortizes the cost of
a computer, especially an expensive one.
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Batch processing became very popular and important, now it is getting
over its mainframe origins, and is now frequently used in UNIX and Linux
environments.
2.4.1.4 Portable batch system
Portable Batch System is the name of computer software that performs job
scheduling. Its primary task is to allocate computational tasks,like batch jobs,
in available computing resources. [13]
PBS consists of four major components[13]:
1. Commands
2. Job Server
3. Job executor
4. Job Scheduler
Commands
PBS supplies both command line commands and a graphical interface.
These are used to submit, monitor, modify, and delete jobs. The commands
can be installed on any system type supported by PBS and do not require the
local presence of any of the other components of PBS. There are three classifi-
cations of commands[13]:
1. User commands
2. Operator commands
3. Administrator commands
Job Server
The Job Server is the main components PBS. All commands and the other
daemons communicate with the Server via an IP network. The Server’s main
function is to provide the basic batch services such as receiving or creating a
batch jobs, modifying the job, protecting the job against system crashes, and
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running the job. One server manages one or more queues. A batch queue
consists of a collection of zero or more batch jobs and a set of queue attributes.
Jobs are said to reside in the queue or be members of the queue. In spite of the
name, jobs residing in a queue need not be ordered first in, first out. Access
to a queue is limited to the server which owns the queue. All clients gain
information about a queue or jobs within a queue through batch requests to
the server. [13].
Job Executor
The job executor is the daemon which actually places the job into execu-
tion. This daemon, pbs mom, is informally called Mom as it is the mother of
all executing jobs. Mom places a job into execution when it receives a copy of
the job from a Server. Mom creates a new session as identical to a user login
session as is possible.[13]
Job Scheduler
The Job Scheduler is another daemon which contains the site’s policy con-
trolling which job is run and where and when it is run. Because each site has
its own ideas about what is a good or effective policy, PBS allows each site to
create its own Scheduler. When run, the Scheduler can communicate with the
various Moms to learn about the state of system resources and with the Server
to learn about the availability of jobs to execute.[13]
The batch system fits into a client - servermodel, with a batch client making
a request of a batch server and the server replying. This client - server commu-
nication necessitates an intercrosses communication method supportable over
a network and a data exchange format. While the basic PBS system fits nicely
into the client - server model, it also has aspects of a transaction system so the
batch system data exchange protocol has been built on top of a reliable stream
connection protocol - TCP/IP and the socket interface to the network.
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Figure 2.11: PBS Server-Client Communication Structure
Portable batch system multi host communication is complicated proce-
dure, MOM is a part of PBS tool acting like agent on every expected PBS client
or computing node. MOM is going to collect all resource related information
then represent it to PBS server on master node, so that scheduler be able to de-
cide how to send jobs to different computing nodes according resource statistic
information from MOM.
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2.4.2 Scheduling
Simply scheduling is a mechanism to decide how to organize your queue. On
the other hand it means how to prioritize your queue. When you queuing, you
have to have certain rules to keep all the incoming jobs sorted in certain order.
That is what scheduler does. According to different request and demand you
can use different scheduling mechanism.
Different type of scheduling:
• FIFO-First in First out
Figure 2.12: First in First Out-Incoming stream will be placed in Exactly the
same order
A customer that finds the service center busy goes to the end of the
queue. Forexample if incoming orders 1, 2, 3....N. When they out of the
queue they will have 1, 2, 3.....N order.
• LIFO-Last in First out
Figure 2.13: Last in First Out- Incoming stream will be placed in Reversed
Order
A customer that finds the service center busy proceeds immediately to
the head of the queue. In that case if incoming queue is in 1, 2, 3....N
order when they out of the queue they are in N.....3, 2, 1 order.
• Random Service The customers in the queue are served in random order.
It does not matter which one comes first, the serves will randomly select
incoming job to serve.
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• Round Robin Every customer gets a time slice. If her service is not com-
pleted, she will re-enter the queue.
Figure 2.14: Round Robin-Incoming stream will be distributed A after B, B
after A order
• Priority Disciplines Every customer has a priority. The server selects al-
ways the customers with the highest priority. This scheme can use pre-
emption or not.
• Back fill
Back fill scheduler used to work with other scheduler, the purpose is ef-
ficiently use current resources. Here is some example:
Let us say there are five jobs A,B,C,D,E,X,Z. and main scheduler policy
is priority disciplines. Therefore every job has their own priority,1 is the
highest priority, and back up policy is backfill. Resorce requirement and
priority of different jobs are like that:
A: Number of CPU 10, Number of hours: 2, priority 1
B: Number of CPU 2, Number of hours: 4, priority 3
C: Number of CPU 5, Number of hours: 3, priority 4
D: Number of CPU 4, Number of hours: 10, priority 2
E: Number of CPU 11, Number of hours: 4, priority 5
Z: Number of CPU 8, Number of hours: 4, priority 6
X: Number of CPU 4, Number of hours: 4, priority 7
According to this information, job Z has higher priority than job X but
current resource condition is not able to allow job Z run, but there is an
empty resource gap where X can fit, that time backfill policy going to
take action put X into that empty gap.
2.4.3 Queue
In general, a queue is a line of events or things waiting to be handled. Usu-
ally it refers to sequential process that ordered from beginning to the end. In
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Figure 2.15: Backfill Example
computer technology, a queue is a sequence of processes, requests, jobs that
are waiting to be processed.
Existence of queue means over demand of serves taking place in certain
time. That causes waiting and managing, sorting etc. therefore queue is very
simple structure but complicated to manage. In computer science, the process
is serialized queuing taking place in any single time in system, for example
network traffic, process management, database management etc.
Figure 2.16: Queuing structure
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There is number of choices or parameters in the queuing model[14]:
• Arrival time Is the time that new Job to arrive at queue
• Process time Is the time that serves spend to process every Jobs in the
queue
• Number of serves That means how many serves we will have to process
incoming Jobs
• System processing limit
• Maximum population size Length of queue
• Scheduling policy Means how to process the queue, like FIFO(first in
first out).
A/B/m/N - S
A - Represent the distribution of the inter arrival time. B - Represent the distri-
bution of the service times m - Represent the number of servers. N - Represent
the maximum size of the waiting line in the finite case (if N = 1 then this letter
is omitted).
S - that is optional, denotes the service discipline used (FIFO, LIFO etc.). If S is
omitted the service discipline is always FIFO.[14]
2.4.3.1 Queuing Model
We characterize queuing model as their way of accepting and processing in-
coming request[?]. There are different queuing model:
1. M/M/1
In M/M/1 queue there is only one serves processing incoming request.
This is the simplest queuing system. Request comes in random time in-
terval, and incoming request take random amount of time to be processed.[14]
2. M/M/1k In M/M/1k queue, we add more serves to the M/M/1 queue,
incoming request distributed to the number of serves according to the
status of serves or special scheduling system.[14]
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Figure 2.17: Queing Model M/M/1[14]
Figure 2.18: Queing Model M/M/1k [14]
3. M/M/K In M/M/K queue we have dedicated serves for different in-
coming request, which can be understand as presorted, or we can say
incoming request goes to special serves according to serves.[14]
In all there type of queuing model ,It is really difficult to say which one is
much more efficient as it is depending on certain environment, some perform
very efficient in certain environment but not all. Therefore get the best perfor-
mance out from queuing system we have to put the right queuing model in
the right scenario.
2.4.4 Load Balancing
In computer science and information technology, load balancing means dis-
tribute computing processes, network traffics, resource requests to different
handing objects so that we can get best performance. That is because, in that
way we can keep our system healthy, reliable, and efficient.
As we hope to balance the load we have to have replica group, which can
share the load, or take over the original serves in case of failover which is most
useful way to deploy redundancy. Therefore load distributor has to have a
mechanism to deliver load to those replica groups, according those mecha-
nism there are different type of load balancing :
• Randomdistribution Incoming load randomly distributed to replica group.
• Adaptive distribution Incoming load distributed according to least-loaded
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Figure 2.19: Queing Model M/M/K [14]
object, which is most common load balancing in supercomputing.
• Round Robin distribution Incoming load distributed one after each other.
• Ordered distribution Incoming load distributed according to special or-
der with the character of request.
Except this there is failover load balancing which is replica server running
side by side as the original server, if there is anything happen like server ma-
chine is out of respond or down, basically this copy of machine can take over
all servers. In that way, that is you can build robust serves, you always have
redundancy out there, and reliable serves can be provided.
there are many benefits for all kind of different services from load balanc-
ing technology, but specially for cluster or supercomputing there are many
benefit from load balancing :
1. Availability
2. Scalability
3. Manageability
4. Lower total cost of ownership
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In supercomputing main idea is distribute work load to all over comput-
ing nodes, proper scheduling mechanism and load balancing mechanism has
to work properly and cooperatively together, that will mostly decide perfor-
mance of all super computer.
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Chapter 3
Literature survey and discussion
In last decades, several related research has been done, and papers has been
published. Cluster and super computer are recently developed technology, but
queuing theory has been developed over last 100 years, Danish engineer who
worked for the Copenhagen Telephone Exchange, published the first paper
on queuing theory in 1909.[15] According to content of the research we can
discuss all those related research in two different ways.
3.1 Performance Metrics and Monitoring
According to research [2], they set up different metrics to evaluate cluster.
Their main concern is job execution time. They also divided performance
metrics to application metrics and machine matrices. In that case, they can
evaluate cluster performance according to those metrics. But in our case, our
main concern is CPU time. We want to evaluate system according to actual
user CPU time, regardless of application and machine metrics.
In research [1] they developed special cluster monitoring tool called AJM-
Automated Job Monitor. That’s a customizable automated system for inden-
tifying and rectifying routine system/queuing issues normally performed by
system administrators.[1]. This tool will record all queuing jobs, running pro-
cess and file system information. And that would bring extra load to our ex-
periment environment that’s why their method is not acceptable.
In research[3], they mainly discovered the way of analysis the collected
data from cluster. As there are large amount of data, getting meaning full con-
clusion from that data set is difficult, what they did is, in analyzing collected
data they took the environmental factors, like physical location of the rack,
in to the account, combine those factors with result analysis, in that way get
best understanding out of data collection, in our case, our analysis is based on
data collection, what we want to achieve is, despite those physical factors we
want to draw a picture just based on data collection to see how much that can
explain our assumption.
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3.2 Power Consumption and CPU Utilization
It is difficult to know how much relation it has between system CPU utiliza-
tion and power consumption. Since we don’t have instrument to really prove
this we did some survey about CPU utilization and power consumption. First
according to [6] they showed many proven example to say that disk power
consumption and memory power consumption can be negligible as the dy-
namic differential between idle and fully utilized is only around 30%[6] , that
makes us firmly believe that CPU utilization can be a factor to reflect power
consumption.
3.3 About Queue
Queuing is the key part of the cluster. The problem about queue on the cluster
system is mainly about rapid increase of jobs. That makes queue getting big-
ger. According to the research[5], they proposed two way of reducing rapid
increase queue. One is have a wider diversity of user, that case will decrease
the chance that events like project deadline will be correlated, thus reduces
queuing jobs. Another approach is reduce number of user using machine, so
that control job submission, but for us both of themethod is difficult to achieve,
in real environment it is difficult to have a wider diversity of user and control
number of user, so what we want to see is what is really going to happen when
queue storm is happened on the queuing machine.
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Experiment Design
We divided my experiment to three parts according to my research goal.
• First part is evaluation to the production supercomputer.
• Discover the relation between CPUutilization andCPUpower consump-
tion according to CPU temperature
• According to above experiment does power consumption evaluation on
our production supercomputer.
4.1 Discovery on Production Cluster
The main Idea about this experiment is to see how efficient the cluster system
are working, as such computing facilities, efficiency is main issue, at the same
time learn the behavior of supercomputing is also interested, specially queuing
status of the system will be mainly Discovered.
The experiment took place at Bergen center of computational science, as
themain computational unit of Bergen University, they provide computational
power to different research organization. For example bio-informatics, climate
science, computational physics, computational chemistry, marine science, etc.
But mainly this particular cluster has been mostly used by bio-informatics sci-
entist.
The experiment is down at IBM e1350 cluster (fimm.bccs.uib.no), it has fol-
lowing specification:
• 86 e326 nodes
• 172 AMD/opteron 250 (2.4 GHz) processors (2 cups per node)
• 258 Gigabyte memory (on average 3 Gigabyte per node)
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• 6880 Gigabyte disk (80 Gigabyte per node)
• Linux operating system (Redhat)
• Gigabit Ethernet on all 86 nodes, and a low latency SCI/Dolphin inter-
connect on 25 nodes
Here is basic system layout:
Figure 4.1: System Layout: User will login to the login node, submit thier jobs,
submitted jobs will queue on master node, and then it will distribute to all
computing nodes according their resource situation
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This is fairly large system. So how can we see if this system is working
efficiently? We turn our main concern to CPU utilization, because in such a
supercomputing facilities computing power is key resources. When talking
about computing power CPU time is the core issue. Therefor how to mea-
sure how CPU is working is very important, especially in high performance
computing site users have to buy CPU time, which is the main concern here.
Here are two different way to define CPU utilization.[16]
U =
CPU Busy time
Total time
(4.1)
In our case as a user normally have to purchase the CPU time, because of
that, we are really interested about actual time CPU spend on user tasks, but
try to find user CPU time we will subtract all other CPU times from CPU busy
time, that includes CPU system operation time, CPU disk input output time.
4.1.1 CPU utilization and Queue
First of all, for collecting CPU utilization in respect of user time we found that
sysstat[17]pakage is already installed on the cluster. in that way we can easily
get the percentage where CPU spend on different tasks using mpstat com-
mand. we randomly selected 20 computing nodes,and run a small script to
collect CPU utilization information. The reason we select 20 nodes as sample
is that when we get all different number of information we need, then we can
use these samples to estimate mean value of overall cluster. Since load on dif-
ferent computing nodes is very critical, that is the most reliable and scientific
way to get the overall percents of user CPU time.
Another interesting factor we are going to take in to account is queuing
status onMaster node. In the master node all incoming jobs are going to queue
in certain configuration. Mainly we will look in to:
• Active jobs
Active job means the number of job actually running on the computing
nodes.
• Idle jobs
Ideal job means the number of job waiting for to be executed and not
activated yet, which means on the other hand the real queuing jobs.
• Blocked jobs
Blocked job means the number of jobs have been blocked and waiting
on the master node to be release from blocked status. There are many
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reasons incoming jobs or active jobs can be blocked, for example user
submitted much more jobs which they can actually allow to do so.
• Total jobs
Total jobs means the sum of active jobs, idle jobs and blocked jobs.
4.1.2 Job Overview
Figure 4.2: Overview of Jobs in Different Status- This is a statistics from dif-
ferent part of cluster. Total job is the sum of active jobs, idle jobs and blocked
jobs. As explained before idle jobs and blocked jobs are statistics from master
nodes, and active jobs are statistics from computing nodes
Queuing activity on the machine is very difficult to predict, because user
will submit their jobs in any time that sometimes causes queuing storms[5],
how our system handle this , or how it can be represent in our site ? That can
help us understand queuing property of the system. , we want to see when
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there is number of queue in the master node, how does rest of the comput-
ing nodes utilized. As far as there are queue, we expected that computing
nodes suppose to be utilized with user CPU times in certain percentage. We
also want to learn about queuing properties of this particular cluster. Spe-
cially arriving rate of those jobs even though those jobs coming in stochastic
manner.[3]
4.2 CPU Utilization, Power Consumption and Tempera-
ture
As mentioned in research goal evaluating system and see CPU time distribu-
tion is one part of this research. The reason is, as usage of CPU time is discov-
ered we will be able to distinguish howmuch time is actually spending on real
user task. That will tell us how efficient the system is.
4.2.1 CPU Utilization and Temperature
In that part of the experiment, find relationship between CPU utilization and
temperature is important. We used Cfenvd[18] to collect the data in one of our
server in network experiment lab, as this is the only machine we can use Lm-
sensor package[19] to fetch the temperature data from the CPU. In that way
we can compare the CPU utilization data with CPU temperature data.
4.2.2 Power Consumption
Power consumption is main concern in Data center recent years. As power
consumption is directly lead to problem about clean energy usage and even
global warming. It has been proven that CPU utilization highly related to
power consumption of the system.[7][8][20][21][22][6]
According to [6],once we get maximum power draw and idle power draw
of the system, in any given CPU utilization we can find correlated power con-
sumption within ±5%o f accuracy.
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Chapter 5
Results
In this section I will show my experiment result and analysis. We divided our
experiment to two parts. The reason is we want to see some relation between
CPU utilization and CPU temperature but our cluster system does not support
this temperature reading in physical level, so we did another experiment in
one of our normal server where we can read temperature date easily. Other
measurement has been down on the production cluster machine.
5.1 Queuing Property of Cluster
5.1.1 Total Jobs
That graph 5.1 shows us the total number of jobs that have been appeared in
the master node, X axes shows us the time series which is measured in every
hour, the reason for measure it in every hour is because after long time obser-
vation it appears to that it will hardly change within one hour of time interval.
As a configuration smallest job has to take at least one hour of calculation time.
There is some peak which is caused by sudden boost from high amount of user
job submission. It also tells us that user behavior and the time cluster spend-
ing on finishing jobs determined the total job distribution at the graph. There
is no clear pattern in this distribution that we can follow as incoming rate of
the job is stochastic.
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Figure 5.1: Total Number of Jobs in the System From 17th of April Until 10th of
May on Master Node–That includes idle jobs, active jobs, blocked jobs. Time
measured in every one hour.
5.1.2 Active Jobs
That graph 5.2 shows us that number of active jobs running on the cluster from
17th of April until 10th of May. Time is measured in every one hour which is in
X axes, and Y axes shows number of jobs. In first 15 days we can see number
of jobs running in the system is remain under 100, which means system is
less utilized. That can be proven from rest of the graph, from day 16th the
system accepted Farley large amount of jobs, until end of the measurement
the number of jobs are active is raised to 160. How many jobs can be run
simultaneously is not only depend on system resources, it can be also depend
on how many jobs the user can run at the same time, that will decided by site
administration.
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Figure 5.2: Active jobs collected from 17th of April to 10th of May on Master
Node
5.1.3 Idle Jobs
That graph 5.3 shows us that number of idle jobs which is actually queuing
in the system, that means those jobs are eligible to run but because of lake of
resources, it has to queue. In that graph the highest number of jobs we get is
17, which is considerably small amount of number compare to number of jobs
actually running in the system. Idle status of jobs only can happen when jobs
eligible to run and there are no resources valuable according to it is priority.
We can see some interesting relation between active jobs and idle jobs, there
is a peak in time interval 100, at the same time there is also a small peak in
active jobs in 100 time interval. That means at that period of time system is
not fully utilized, so incoming jobs can directly turn in to active status and
being executed, but still as we have more incoming jobs than we can accept
as active jobs therefore system start to turn jobs in to idle status. Same thing
happen at 380 time interval until 540 time interval both active job graph and
idle job graph shows peak. Active jobs raised from 30 to dramatically 160, at
time seems like system is full , rest of the incoming jobs turn to idle status that
caused idle jobs raised from 0 to 17 .
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Figure 5.3: Idle Jobs collected from 17th of April to 10th of May on Master
Node
5.1.4 Blocked Jobs
That graph 5.4 shows us number of blocked jobs in the system. Time is mea-
sured in every one hour in X axes, Y axes shows number of jobs. There is
couple of reason that job can be blocked , mainly jobs going to be blocked
because user run out of quota, or submitting much more jobs than he/she is
allowed to do. Blocked jobs take a large part of total jobs in the system. There
is one important reason for large amount of jobs going be blocked it is because
of the quality of the program that user submitted, and some operational skill
of user. For example user allowed running 5 jobs in the same time, and there
are already 4 of them running in the system , user expect the at least one or two
of them planed to be finished by today 5:00 pm , then user will keep submit-
ting new jobs as in his program he planned to finish his job on time , but in the
real system there might be some difference , user might request special CPU or
resources due to that reason in cant be finished on time, then miscalculation of
user will cause block of his new job. If we compare the graph show active jobs
with graph shows blocked jobs we can see that blocked jobs also dramatically
increased from 380 time interval from 10 to 170 this is the same time we get
boost at active jobs graph. After 500 time interval we can see number active
jobs are still keep rising, but idle job already start to decrease almost close to 0,
and blocked jobs also dramatically decreased.
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Figure 5.4: Blocked Jobs collected from 17th of April to 10th of May on Master
Node
5.1.5 Cluster CPU Utilization and Queue
As described in our problem definition, evaluate cluster is one of our goal, we
want to see how efficiently the system is working , in that case we are not only
considering CPU busy time but also interesting about howmuch time CPU ac-
tually spend on user task. This is the reason even though CPU is busy it might
doing non user related task. There is also another interesting compression, as
we said at the problem definition, if there is more jobs coming to the system
does it affect the current CPU utilization status, in other word if number of
incoming jobs has anything to do with current status. Because of those ques-
tions we collected User CPU time and system CPU time and want to compare
it with different job status graph.
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Figure 5.5: Node User CPU Utilization from 30th of April to 10th of May in 22
Computing Nodes
That graph 5.5 shows us the time CPU spends on user task from computing
nodes in the cluster. X axes shows time which is measured in every 5 minutes,
Y axes shows % of time CPU spend on User task. It is clear that most of the
computing nodes spend between 45% till 75% of their CPU time on user task
and it is constant and stable. There is couple of Nodes shows its User CPU
time is around 8%-10%, after trackback the record it shows that those nodes are
reserved nodes for special group of people. And that’s the reason they have
very small utilization. Therefore overall pictures show that cluster computing
nodes spending average of 45% to 75% time on user task this is satisfactory
result for efficiency.
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Figure 5.6: Node Idle CPU Time from 30th of April to 10th of May in 22 Com-
puting Nodes
That graph 5.6 shows us percent of time CPU is idle on computing nodes,
which means being free. X axes shows time measured in every 5 minutes Y
axes shows percent of time CPU is free. We can clearly see that CPU has free
time around 15% -45% on all nodes. If we can put that graph with the graph5.5
which shows user CPU time on the computing nodes, we can see both of user
CPU time and idle CPU time together almost combine 100%of time, which
means CPU is mainly spend it is time on user task rest of time it is free, system
operation and rest of the operation like input output operation is less than 5%
. Also we can see some of the nodes free for almost 90% of their time, those
nodes are reserved nodes for special groups, that’s just match to graph 5.5
In both of the graph there is no variation ?that can be explained in various
of way , first of all it can explained as the CPU activity in all nodes is stable
, and consistent , that is because the system might receive fairly large job for
long time computing. In this 11 days period all those nodes might processing
the same job. Actually that stable graph is what we willing to see. This is
desirable the reason is that tells us CPU is either working hard or just free,
not spending time or spending very little time on system operation, disk right
read operation etc.
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Figure 5.7: Jobs in all status collected from 30th of April to 10th of May from
Master Node
That graph 5.7 shows us jobs collected in all status from 30th of April to
10th of May. X axes shows time measured in every hour, Y axes shows num-
ber of jobs. When all the status of jobs plotted in to one graph we can see that
sudden boost of incoming jobs only or highly affect active jobs and blocked
jobs but there is not too much affection at idle jobs. In graph we can see in
80 time intervals incoming jobs suddenly increased dramatically, followed the
increase of incoming jobs active jobs and blocked jobs also increased dramati-
cally but we don’t see any obvious increase on idle jobs, that’s what we didn’t
expected, we expected sudden increase of incoming job will cause increase of
idle jobs, as it is actual queue in the system. That can tell us cluster will try
to consume all incoming jobs as much as possible. But reason for increase in
blocked job is interesting, that might be caused by user behavior. And at the
same time blocked jobs are also decrease very soon. That can tell us that block-
ing job is also the way to hold incoming jobs for certain time until find proper
resource when system is busy.
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5.2 CPU Utilization VS Temperature
As we cannot get temperature data from cluster node easily, we did exper-
iment on our normal server which is hosting 27 virtual machines, and also
support Temperature cheapest reading. We use cfenvd[18] one of the envi-
ronment demo tool from cfengine[18]. Cfenvd will collect lots of information
about system but most importantly it helps us to collect CPU utilization and
temperature data. That graph 5.8 shows us CPU utilization in average with
Figure 5.8: CPU Utilization From Server mln1
error bar. X axes shows time measured in every 5 minutes, Y axes shows CPU
utilization measured in percent, the graph also shows standard deviation of
average CPU utilization, first of all we can see CPU utilization is not consis-
tent, it is changing dramatically regularly, as this server is hosting 27 virtual
machine CPU utilization vary according to different operation going on the
system not like computing node. The error bar shows us mean value of CPU
utilization and it is variants, and it also keep remind us those measurement
are sample date when we try to draw conclusion.
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Figure 5.9: CPU Temperature From Server mln1
That graph 5.9 shows us average temperature data with standard devia-
tion. X axes shows time measured in every 5minuts, Y axes measured temper-
ature in Celsius. That is measured in one week time period. As we can see
from 500 times interval there is big curve going to, after track back we found
that serves was down for couple of hours, rest of time temperature is pretty
much around 40 to 45 Celsius. If we have longer time experiment and col-
lection that error bar we see might be around 40 -50 Celsius degree. Actually
temperature is much more stable compare to our CPU utilization activity. If
we put two graphs together we can easily find that there is no direct relation
between CPU utilization and CPU temperature from this last measurement
values. This is understandable that environmental factors dominating the tem-
perature. That means in this special server environment, the cooling system
of this server room, the position and location we put this server is actually
affecting those temperature data we collected. But long time measurement is
still necessary to discover if there is direct or indirect relation between CPU
utilization and CPU temperature.
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5.3 Estimation of Power Consumption of Cluster
As mentioned in our research goal find simple and practical way to predict
power consumption is discussed. As we find many related research proved
relation between power consumption and CPU utilization, using formula pro-
vided by[6][23] we can get estimated power consumption for our sites.
P = {Pmax − Pidle} × n/100+ Pidle (5.1)
In that formula P is power consumption we want to find,Pmax is max power
draw of system, Pidle is idle power draw of the system. Once these figures
are available, power consumption P at any specific CPU utilization n% can be
calculated. It has been proven[6]that in estimation is accurate to ±5%.
In our experiment we collected all the CPU utilization time for evaluating
efficiency of the system, in 22 nodes we did 2292 times measurement within 10
days time. Nowwe can use those data to predict power consumption of whole
cluster. We can find average mean CPU utilization of 22 computing nodes as:
Y¯ =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
Yi (5.2)
After calculation we get:
Y¯ =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
Yi = 60.68% (5.3)
If we assume that those 22 computing nodes can represent all computing
nodes on the cluster, which means we assume that sample CPU utilization can
represent whole cluster average utilization, using formula 4.1 , assuming max
power draw of the cluster is M, idle power draw is I, we will get this estimated
equation:
P = 0.6 ∗M + 0.4 ∗ I (5.4)
This is just estimation, that equation need to be proven when there is real
measurement regarding power consumption has been down. This kind of esti-
mation will help system administrator to prepare for temporary power short-
age.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future work
6.1 Conclusions
6.1.1 Evaluation on Cluster
To evaluate the cluster we did some measurement on CPU time of the node
where we selected 22 sample computing nodes out of 86. Our experiment
shows sufficient amount of usage of those computing nodes specially regard-
ing to user CPU time. The extremely predictable user CPU time is interest-
ing, the most possible explanation for that is in that period of time all sample
nodes might computing the same job, that keeps computing node consistently
in high utilization. This makes us believe that the measurement on the cluster
side or supercomputing side need fairly long time of experiment to explore
more interesting trends.
There are couple of test that we are really interested but we are not able
to do, first of all we wanted to get temperature data from cluster. But physi-
cal layer of cluster does not support our temperature reading pakege, in that
case we decide to find an other production server facilities(mln1) where the
physical layer of the the computer support temperature reading pakege.
Second is we are interested about different user group. In that case to com-
pare different CPU time utilization according to different gourp of user. That
will take long time to discover user group first then try to distingwish different
user process from system. As a matter of time this was not achived. But after
this experement we get better underestanding of basic system that will help us
to go for futher research.
6.1.2 Queuing Properties on The Cluster
Queuing property is another interesting issue. As cluster sites or supercom-
puting sites has their own different usage and user, the set up of the system
is vary from each other, in that case different sites will have different user fo-
cus, that caused very unique queuing behavior on different sites, from the very
begging we were expecting, when sudden job storm appear in the cluster most
of the new coming jobs might go to idle queue, in that case idle queue will get
most impact from that job storm, but our experiment shows us, in our special
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environment that will end up affecting blocked jobs, there are also explanation
for that , as we discovered the experiment time is considerably short ,in that
case the affection to blocked jobs can be same user submitting much more jobs
that they can to do so. At the same time we did not see really big impact on
the idle queue. Again long time experiment is necessary for further discovery
on queuing properties.
In that part of experiment tracking user job from master node to comput-
ing node and see if there is trends in distributing jobs to certain nodes was
considered, But because of limited time and lacked understanding of the sys-
tem didn’t allowed us to do that
6.1.3 Estimated Power Consumption of The Site
In data center, be able to estimate power consumption without extra power
consumption sensor is necessary and very handy, that can help for system ad-
ministrator to be able to predict how long system can run under UPS without
electric supply. In this part of estimation we only want to show there are pos-
sibilities to estimate power consumption of cluster. Our estimation might not
be very accurate, the estimation will be examined when we get actual cluster
power consumption.
6.1.4 CPU Utilization and CPU Temperature
The result from experiment about CPU utilization and temperature is also
slightly different from what we expected. The reason for the experiment is
try to prove and see that power consumption can be predicted from CPU uti-
lization. Because rising temperature eventually reflects power consumption as
energy moves as the form of temperature. But what we see is, there is no direct
relation from the graph, still as we explained environmental factors dominat-
ing the temperature. But we still believe that long time experiment will be able
to show more direct or indirect relationship.
For that part of experiment, Cfenvd is most helpful tool from the beginning
to the end, whenwe cannot able to get the temperature and utilization together
with cfenvd, updated version of cfenvd helped us.
As most of our experiment done at production environment, we couldn’t
get super user privilege, but we still manage to get necessary data that we
need.
6.2 Future Work
Our experiment showed analytical work, furthermore it shown very interest-
ing and practical result. But time is the main issue here, for examining this
type of large infrastructure we need long time consistent experiment to extract
more result. In our experiment further research is very interesting. Especially
on the concern about evaluating user CPU time, one can do evenmore detailed
research about property of different user and their job and how does that af-
fecting user CPU time, in that case different user group doing experiment on
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computing nodes, according to their subject, program, method we might see
different user CPU time on the system. CPU utilization and temperature will
be hot topic as more and more attention drawing to power consumption. Do-
ing experiment in special equipped machine is necessary. Because reading
temperature more rely on physical environment. The goal was achieved in
this thesis work. As we discovered more interesting trends the more we able
to understand our system, hopefully that thesis work can help further research
to achieve more interesting facts.
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Appendix A
Appendices
A.1 Script for collectingQueuing information on themas-
ter node
#!/bin/bash
NUMBER=$(/opt/maui/bin/showq | tail -1 | awk ’{print $3,$6,$9,$12}’)
DATE=$(/bin/date | awk ’{print $3, $4 }’)
echo "$NUMBER $DATE" >> /local/cfengine/log.txt
A.2 Script for collecting CPU Utilization
#!/bin/bash
/usr/bin/mpstat>>/local/cfengine/CPU_U.txt
NUMBER=$( grep "all" CPU_U.txt | awk ’{print $1,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}’ )
DATE=$(grep "Linux" CPU_U.txt|awk ’{print $4}’)
join $NUMBER $DATE > /local/cfengine/uti_1.txt
A.3 Log Data for Queuing status
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